Lemurs are a group of primates found only on the island of Madagascar. Today there are around 60 types of lemurs that live in just about every habitat across the island. Sadly, due to forest destruction and hunting, many lemurs are threatened with extinction.

Indri
Famous for its eerie wail that sounds like a humpback whale.

Mouse Lemur
They are nocturnal and feed on insects, fruit, and flowers.

Aye-Aye
This nocturnal animal looks like it is made up from other animals parts.

Verreaux’s Sifaka
They walk on their hind legs while holding their front legs in the air.

Ruffed Lemur
The entire community cares for infants which are kept in group nest.

Lemur Match Up
Cut out the descriptions and the pictures below. Match up the correct lemur with its description. Answers on page 15 but don’t peek!